Resilient State Estimation for 2-D Time-Varying Systems With Redundant Channels: A Variance-Constrained Approach.
This paper investigates the state estimation problem for a class of 2-D time-varying systems with error variance constraints, where the implemented estimator gain is subject to stochastic perturbations. Redundant channels are utilized as a protocol to strengthen the transmission reliability and the channels' packet dropout rates are described by mutually uncorrelated Bernoulli distributions. The objective of the addressed problem is to design a resilient estimator such that an upper bound on the estimation error variance is first guaranteed and then minimized at each time step, where the considered gain perturbations are characterized by their statistical properties. By employing the induction method and the variance-constrained approach, an upper bound on the estimation error variance is first constructed by means of the solutions to two Riccati-like difference equations and, subsequently, a locally minimal upper bound is achieved by appropriately designing the gain parameter. Then, an effective algorithm is proposed for designing the desired estimator, which is in a recursive form suitable for online applications. Finally, a numerical simulation is provided to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed estimation scheme.